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Whether you’re launching your book on your website, sending it out in a follow up 

email series to your customers, or selling it on Amazon, there are huge mistakes 

that nearly every first-time author makes that can and should be avoided. Trust 

me, I’ve made a lot of these mistakes myself but have learned from them as well!

Follow the advice below closely so that you don’t run into the same 

problems I have. Instead, by avoiding these mistakes, you can 

help ensure that your book will be well received by your readers 

and provide true value to your customers and readers.

Mistake #1

Not giving your own voice to your book

So many times I’ve seen people receive a book that’s been ghost written for 

them and simply publish it without a second thought. Granted, when you order 

a book from Gutenberg Reloaded you’re going to be receiving the best-written 

eBook on the market today, but even high quality content needs to be made 

your own! A “best practice” for any content that you receive, whether its an 

eBook, a blog post, or other written material is to read through the content 

and insert your own spin on the facts and conclusions in the content as well as 

adding a few of your own ideas and concepts to what’s already been written.

Mistake #2

Ignoring the opportunity for a call to action

The purpose of any eBook is to provide valuable content to your readers. 

Remember, however, that the vast majority of people, having received something 

of value from you, are willing to give you something in return or at the very least, 

hear your proposal for working together in a business relationship. Even a book 

published on Amazon should have a link to the other books you’ve published, as so 

many times people read great book and want to read more from that same author.

With a business-oriented eBook, you absolutely must include some sort 

of call to action at the end of the book—this can be as simple as a link 



back to your website, a link to a product you’re selling, or even an email 

address for your company so that prospective customers can contact you. 

Don’t miss this opportunity to let your customers connect with you!

Mistake #3

Having a great book but a crappy cover

One of the biggest lessons I’ve learned in publishing is that great 

covers sell and conversely, substandard covers limit sales. This is 

especially true on Amazon, but also rings true for any eBook, even one 

that’s emailed to a customer when they sign up on your website.

The difference between a great cover and an “OK” cover is clearly visible 

to your prospective reader or customer and in our image-driven world you 

must have a cover that stands out from the crowd. I’ve heard of people 

spending thousands of dollars on cover design, which is not unreasonable 

for an author like James Patterson. However, I myself have found that I 

can get a great looking cover for far less, usually around the $20 or $30 

range. This small investment can make a world of difference no matter 

where your book is published, and its so important that I’m now offering 

superb cover design as a part of what I do on Gutenberg Reloaded.

Mistake #4

Not providing your content where your customers are searching

So many times people feel that great content—especially eBooks—are 

like the movie “Field of Dreams” in that if they build it (or publish it as it 

were), people will come in droves. Sadly, life is not like the movies.

Instead, you must ensure that your content is available wherever your customers 

and readers are looking. If your customers use Slideshare as a reference tool, 

then take the eBook content and make a slide show and publish it on Slideshare. 

Take excerpts from the book and put it on LinkedIn. Create an audiobook from 



the eBook (something I can help you with here) and publish that on Audible.

com and split up the audio files into podcasts and put that on iTunes.

My personal example (aside from publishing my books on Audible and in 

paperback form on CreateSpace) is that I have a few books that are specifically 

targeted to female audiences. As such, I pin my eBook covers on Pinterest 

and sell the books on Etsy to reach that specific demographic. Although 

sales from these platforms obviously lag behind the 800 pound e-commerce 

gorilla that is Amazon.com, I still get sales of the books from these platforms 

because that’s where my customers are searching for information. You must 

also reach your customers where they’re searching for content.

Mistake #5

Not maximizing your mileage from your eBook

I alluded to this a bit above, but after you’ve invested in a great eBook, you want to get 

as much value out of your investment as possible, and the possibilities are endless to do 

just that! Here’s a checklist of possible ways to use that content to reach customers on 

multiple platforms. As Pat Flynn said, you want to “be everywhere” and an eBook can be 

utilized to do just that!

 ª Take the eBook and make it into a slideshow and publish the slideshow on Slideshare

 ª Take each chapter and publish it as a blog post on your website

 ª Take each blog post and publish it as an article on LinkedIn

 ª Take the LinkedIn articles and publish those as articles on websites like Reddit

 ª Record the text as an audiobook and publish that on Audible.com

 ª Take each chapter of audio and create a podcast on iTunes

 ª Take the slideshow and the audio from the audiobook and create a YouTube video

 ª Take the eBook content and create a physical paperback book using CreateSpace to 

give away in person at networking events, to customers, etc.

This is just a short list of ideas to get you started on all the ways you can 

use the content in your eBook to reach countless people on multiple 

platforms. And the best part? Everything above can be done for FREE!



Mistake 6

Ineffective eBook Promotion or Marketing (If You Do It At All!)

Marketing is a dirty word to authors. Think about it: Why, for centuries, 

did authors team up with publishing companies? It wasn’t just for access 

to a printing press, but it was also the marketing and promotion plans 

that these companies would set up for the authors and their books. The 

paradigm has shifted and now anyone can publish a book and anyone can 

do their own marketing—they don’t need a publishing company to do it.

What does that mean to you?

Simple: You need to promote your book! 

Its one thing to have a great book and another thing to have a great book that 

sells. Let’s be honest: James Patterson pales in comparison to James Joyce 

in terms of writing quality, but there’s far more copies of Kiss The Girls flying 

off the shelves (and being downloaded) than Dubliners! Why? Marketing!

I believe that Twitter is a pretty effective platform for eBook promotion, 

and to help you out, here’s my top 20 Twitter handles to tag when you’re 

promoting your book. As a word of caution, you MUST set up a free promotion 

on Kindle Direct Publishing for your book as these Twitter users and groups 

all promote free books, but this is a great start for your eBook promotion.

@freekindle_book

@FreeEbooksNet

@my_free_ebooks

@FreeEbooks7

@FreeEbooks_

@FreeWealtheBook

@ebooks_for_free

@KindleFireGuide

@freebookpedia

@NeoMatrix90



@FreeKindleAU

@dailyfreebooks

@EpicFreeBooks

@efreebooks_org

@freebookspedia

@Free2Downloads

@FreeEbooks4Free

@eBooksFreeDaily

@FreeEbooksEU

@EbooksDownloads

As an extra bonus, I’ve also gathered 15 free eBook promotion sites that you 

can use to promote your eBook. I’ve also gone a step further and used Alexa 

to rank the sites in terms of total number of site visitors, so you’re not wasting 

your time on sites that nobody visits!

Now, if you’ve never set up free promotions for your book on Kindle Direct 

Publishing and don’t know how to do it, I’ve created a video located here that 

not only shows you how to set up free promotions, but also shows you how to 

submit your books to these sites below. 

I outsource all of the promotional strategies I use for my own books, so 

I recorded this video as a reference for Bernard--my social media virtual 

assistant--to use when he’s setting up these promotions for me. If you have 

a virtual assistant that does your eBook promotion, simply point them to the 

video for this helpful how-to guide.

top 5 Ranked FRee eBook pRoMotion sites

 



the otheR GReat FRee eBook pRoMotion sites

   



 

For my part, I truly hope that this list of mistakes—and how to avoid 

them—has been valuable content to you. If you have other questions 

about your experiences in publishing your own eBook or if there 

are other ways I could help you with your publishing adventures, be 

sure to contact me at www.gutenbergreloaded.com

Thanks and good luck!

George Smolinski

Gutenberg Reloaded


